
Thank you for purchasing the Portable Basketball System. Please read this user manual 
carefully and keep it in a safe place for future reference. If you need any assistance, please 
contract our support team with your product model number and Amazon order number.

Important Safety Precautions
Notice:
01. Please read all instructions before attempting to install or assemble this item. Assembly should

be done by adults only.
02. Firmly secure all screws before use.
03. Reconfirm that all bolt, screws, and knobs are secure every 90 days.
04. The product is intended for outdoor use.
05. If any parts are missing, broken, damaged, or worn, stop using this item until repairs are

made and/or factory replacement parts are installed.
06. Do not use this item in a way inconsistent with the manufacturer's instructions as this could

void the product warranty.
07. Do not hang from the rim or climb on the pole. Do not climb on the base or structure in

general, as this could result in serious injuries.
08. Adjustment and moving of the basketball set must be carried out by adults.
09. Always check the unit to ensure the base is full of water or sand, and that all fittings and

hardware are tight before each use.
10. Always place the base of the set on a flat surface.
11. Do not allow water to freeze in the base.
12. The set requires two people for assembly.
13. Check the base regularly for any leakage before playing.

PRODUCT ASSEMBLY
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Portable Basketball System 

USER MANUAL

STEP1
Insert Axles (#1A) into the Wheels (#10) as shown. Next press wheels into the Base (#11). Place 
the Lower pole (#6) into the top side of the Base (#11) and place into position in the base and 
slide Axle (#1B) through holes on the bottom of the base.

STEP2
Firstly, fix the Lower Left and Right Braces (#2) with bolts, nuts and washers (#D) to the bottom 
of the base. Next, lock the Lower Left and Right Braces (#2) to the Lower Pole (#6) with Bolt, 
Nut and Washer (#B2).

STEP3
a: Insert the Middle Pole (#5) into the Lower Pole (#6).
b: Fix the Lower Pole (#6) and the Middle Pole (#5) with the telescopic knob (#C).
Note: You only need to partly rotate the knob (#C) to adjust the height. The 
knob is supposed to face towards the back.

Attach Net (#9) to Rim (#7).

STEP 4
Lock the Top Pole Braces (#3) to the Backboard (#8) with Bolts, Nuts and Washers (#A), and 
then tighten them.

STEP 5
Attach the Goal Ring (Part# 7) to the backboard(Part# 8) with the 4 bolts (Part#J, K ). 
When completed, assembly should look like the pictures below.

STEP 6
Fix the Top Pole (#4) to the Top Pole Braces (#3) with 2 sets of Bolts, Nuts & Washers (#B1).

STEP 7
Insert the Top Pole (#4) into Middle Pole (#5). Secure with the Telescopic Knob (#C).

STEP 8
REMINDER
Please tighten all the nuts & Telescopic Knobs. Add sand or water to the base to make the 
basketball equipment stable.
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Slip the wire into both sides of thehook and into the hook from below.
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Basketball Maintenance
14. Please check the degree of corrosion and firmness of the connection and welding parts

twice a year. When abnormalities such as looseness and rust are found, repair and anticorrosive
treatment should be performed in time.

15. The surface of the ball rack should be cleaned with a neutral detergent to avoid damaging
the surface of the ball rack plastic powder.
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Remove the
protective film from 
the backboard
surface before use.

NOTE

COOL INDUCTIVE LED FOR BASEKETBALL RING

3. Product Parameter:
Work voltage: DC4.5V（3PCS AA dry batteries）
Work current: The maximum current is 500mA when the induction lamp is on for 3S.

4. Product installment:
Product general assembly diagram.

1. Brief Introduction:
This led product is the auxiliary device of basketball frame. It presents different cool lighting

effects according to different scoring methods, adding more interesting and fun sports 
atmosphere for pitchers.

2. Product function:
Normal state: In the non-inductive state, there are two states: low brightness white light and no light,
controlled by plug-in power supply.
Plug in the power supply, and the light is always in ice blue color. If the light is off after 3S, it will be
off when it is not normally sensed;
Plug in the power supply, and the light is always bright ice blue. If the light is low bright white after
3S, it will be low bright white when it is not normally sensed.
Box goal: basketball vibration ball frame into the net, 12 cool lighting effects in turn, each mode
lights last 3S;
Through the heart goal: always in ice blue color for 3S.
Note: the effective induction time of two goals should not be less than 2S.

1) surround the LED light belt around the basketball metal frame with the light bead facing out, Try to
keep    the light strip on the lower edge of the basketball hoop to reduce the probability of basketball
impact，   then lock it with the tie belt at a proper position, and cut off the redundant tie belt.

2) Two side 3M adhesive tape with one side pasted with induction control box.

4) Install 3 AA batteries into the battery box, and stick the back of the battery box with strong 3M tape

3) Place the other side flat on the bottom of the basketball hoop and the backboard, in the middle of
the position, and try to keep the sensor and the hoop as far away as possible to prevent misjudgment
caused by brushing the frame.

5) Stick the battery box to the basketball frame post with 3M tape.

6) Press the switch, the LED can work normally .

Tips: If you do not use this product, please turn off the battery box switch to prevent self-power
 consumption.
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